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To the south of the metropolis are Colinton (pop. 5499), on the Water of Leith, with several mansions that
once belonged to famous men, such as Dreghorn Castle and Bonally Tower; and Currie (pop. 2513), which
was a Roman station and near which are Curriehill Castle (held by the rebels against Queen Mary), the ruins
of Lennox Tower, and Riccarton, the seat of the GibsonCraigs, one of the best-known Midlothian families.
Use metropolis in a sentence | metropolis sentence examples
The metropolis is the chief, or mother city, of the state or country. Munda is in some sort regarded as the
metropolis of the whole district. Panegyrists of imperial Rome were often at a loss as to how to communicate
the magnitude and dazzling diversity of the ancient metropolis .
How to use metropolis in a sentence - WordHippo
This Maori town may be considered the metropolis of the Ngatewhatua tribe. You and Beatrix will soon be
great moral forces in the metropolis. From here the first pair of omnibuses in the Metropolis were started on
July 4, 1829. In no other State is the metropolis so much the center of its life as is Denver of Colorado.
Metropolis Synonyms, Metropolis Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Tothosemenwho,asCommissionersof numerousAmericanmunicipalities,are laboringupontheeconomic,legal,
socialandengineeringaspects ofCityPlanning,thisbook whichaspirestoadda visualelementto theendeavorâ€” is
respectfully inscribed
The metropolis of tomorrow. - biblioDARQ
In the ancient world, a metropolis was the city or state of origin of a colony. Etymology and modern usage [
edit ] Metropolis (Î¼Î·Ï„Ï•ÏŒÏ€Î¿Î»Î¹Ï‚) is a Greek word, coming from Î¼Î®Ï„Î·Ï•, má¸—tÄ“r meaning "mother" and
Ï€ÏŒÎ»Î¹Ï‚, pÃ³lis meaning "city" or "town", which is how the Greek colonies of antiquity referred to their
original cities , with whom they retained cultic and political-cultural connections.
Metropolis - Wikipedia
These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current
usage of the word 'metropolis.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of
Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.
Metropolis | Definition of Metropolis by Merriam-Webster
seeingcollaborations.files.wordpress.com
seeingcollaborations.files.wordpress.com
â€˜A capitalist centre or metropolis with a number of colonies or areas of interests was thus the norm.â€™
Synonyms capital , capital city, chief town, provincial capital, regional capital, state capital, county town,
county borough, administrative centre
metropolis | Definition of metropolis in English by Oxford
Historically, the word referred to the founding city-state of a region in Ancient Greece. Today the word refers
to any urban area. The largest metropolis in Massachusetts is Boston, which is also the capital.
metropolis - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
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By which the reader may perceive (a circumstance which we have not thought necessary to communicate
before) that this was the very time when the late rebellion was at the highest; and indeed the banditti were
now marched into England, intending, as it was thought, to fight the king's forces, and to attempt pushing
forward to the metropolis.
Metropolis - definition of metropolis by The Free Dictionary
Metropolis superman wiki fandom powered by wikia, metropolis is a major metropolitan city in the northeast
region of the continental united states it is a huge cultural center, and is highly advanced, technologically
metropolis has state of the
Superman In Metropolis PDF Download - liquidtampa.com
Metropolis is a 1927 German expressionist science-fiction drama film directed by Fritz Lang. Written by Thea
von Harbou , with collaboration from Lang himself, [5] [6] it starred Gustav FrÃ¶hlich , Alfred Abel , Rudolf
Klein-Rogge and Brigitte Helm .
Metropolis (1927 film) - Wikipedia
Peter F. Drucker MANAGEMENT: task, responsibilities, practices (1974) Shenzhen exploded into a sprawling
metropolis. Times, Sunday Times (2015) Before the war, predictions of what would happen to a vast
metropolis under bombardment from the air had been apocalyptic. Times, Sunday Times (2007) Damascus
was the sprawling metropolis.
Metropolis definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Metropolis is Japanâ€™s No. 1 English magazine, covering the nationâ€™s culture, fashion, entertainment
and lifestyle for both local residents and aficionados abroad.
Metropolis - Official Site
noun, plural meÂ·tropÂ·oÂ·lisÂ·es. any large, busy city. the chief, and sometimes capital, city of a country,
state, or region. a central or principal place, as of some activity: the music metropolis of France.
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